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Introduction 

 

The biggest recruitment notification of the year, SBI Clerk, was released in February this year. State Bank of 

India recently released a notice for the postponement of the exam dates of SBI Clerk. Keeping in the mind the 

time now available before the SBI Clerk exam, we are sharing this free ebook, which will help you find all the 

important details for this exam at a single place.  

We have already shared the table of content for this ebook. Do not forget to attempt the free mock test for 

SBI Clerk Exam 2018, shared at the end of this ebook to inspect your preparation level! 

 

1.  Important Exam Dates 

 As per the latest notification of State Bank of India, here are the new exam dates for SBI Clerk Exam 

2018: 
 

Event Name New Dates 

Call Letter Download for SBI Clerk Prelims 06.06.18 onwards (Tentative) 

Date of SBI Clerk Prelims Exam June/ July 2018 (Tentative) 

Call Letter Download for SBI Clerk Mains 23.07.18 onwards (Tentative) 

Date of SBI Clerk Mains Exam 05.08.2018 (Tentative) 

 

2.  New Changes Introduced 
 

 State Bank of India has introduced several changes in the SBI Clerk exam this year. We have listed 

down these important changes below: 

● The major change in SBI Clerk exam is the introduction of sectional time limit in the prelims 

phase. 

● SBI has done away with the cutoffs. There will be no sectional or overall cutoff in the prelims 

phase of the exam this year. There will be no sectional cutoff in the mains phase as well.  

 How will SBI shortlist students for the mains exam? 

 Students approximately 10 times the total vacancies will be selected for the mains exam, from the 

list of candidates arranged in descending order of the aggregate marks scored.  
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3.  Exam Pattern & Detailed Syllabus 

 (a) Prelims Exam pattern of SBI Clerk 

 

S. No. Name of the Section No. of Questions Maximum 

Marks 

Time Allotted 

1. English Language  30 30 20 minutes 

2. Reasoning Ability 35 35 20 minutes 

3. Numerical Ability 35 35 20 minutes 

Total 100 100 60 minutes 

 

 (b) Mains Exam pattern of SBI Clerk 

 

S. 

No. 

Name of the Section No. of 

Questions 

Maximum 

Marks 

Time Allotted 

1. General/ Financial Awareness 50 50 35 minutes 

2. General English 40 40 35 minutes 

3. Quantitative Aptitude 50 50 45 minutes 

4. Reasoning Ability & Computer Aptitude 50 60 45 minutes 

Total 190 200 2 hours 40 minutes 

 

You can read our article for more details on the Syllabus of SBI Clerk 2018 and topic-wise 

weightage.  
 

4.  Previous Year’s Cutoff & Minimum Safe Attempts 

 SBI has removed the cutoff of individual sections as well as overall exam in the prelims phase from 

this year onwards. This means that the candidates solely need to rely on maximising their attempts in 

the exam this year.  

 The table below shows the sectional cutoff of SBI Clerk Prelims exam for your reference: 

 

Subjects Total Marks General OBC/ ST/ SC/ OC/ VI/ HI 

Reasoning Ability 35 7.75 3.25 

Numerical Ability 35 5.50 2.00 

English Language 30 6.75 3.25 

 

 You can also view the state-wise cutoff of SBI Clerk Prelims Exam here to know about the 

minimum attempts for individual states.  
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 Minimum Safe Attempts: 

 Although the cutoff in 2016 ranged between 50-70 marks, this year, you should try to attempt at least 

75+ questions with proper accuracy in order to place yourself high in the merit list.  

5.  Numerical Ability Tips 

 This is probably the most scoring section of SBI Clerk because one can easily score 35 marks in this 

section with proper preparation.  

 The tips below will help you all score better in this section.  

● Focus more on topics like Number Series, Simplification/ Approximation, Data Interpretation and 

Quadratic Equations since they will constitute the major chunk of the quant section in the exam.  

● Learn tables and squares up to at least 30 and common square roots, cubes and cube roots to 

save calculation time during exams.  

 You can also read our article on easy tips to enhance your calculation skills here.  

● Clear your concepts of different arithmetic topics asked since they will also find application in the 

Data Interpretation questions.  

● Have a very clear understanding of BODMAS rules.  

● Practice topic-wise questions of quantitative aptitude section as well as full-length test on a daily 

basis.  

● To score 30+ marks in this section, practice it for at least 2 hours regularly.  

● You can also read important tips and tricks to clear Numerical Ability section of SBI Clerk 

2018 here! 

6.  English Language Tips 

 English section is usually the most intimidating segment for most of the students. We hope the tips 

shared below will help you score better in this section.  

● To score better in the English section, a good command over Vocabulary and Grammar is crucial 

since these two will cover almost all the topics asked in this section.  

● To strengthen your vocabulary, daily reading of editorials and revision of words is important. You 

can refer our series ‘Shape up your Vocabulary from Newspaper Wordlist’ for this purpose.  

● Apart from that, develop a habit of conversing in English. This exercise will not only help you work 

on your vocab also strengthen your spoken english.  

● We have also shared a free PDF of the important Grammar rules. Make sure that you 

download and study it thoroughly to strengthen your grammar basics.  

● Apart from that, practice topic-wise questions on a regular basis.  

● You can also read important tips and tricks to clear English section of SBI Clerk 2018 here! 

7.  Reasoning Ability Tips 

 Reasoning Ability is usually the most unpredictable section in the exam. But you can score good marks 

in this section with proper preparation and the tips below will certainly help you do so.  

● There are no fixed set of rules or formulas, which can mug up to score well in the reasoning 

section.  

● The only way to score better is conceptual clarity. So, read the study notes of different topics 

thoroughly and understand the correct approach to solve questions.  

 For instance, you do not need to solve the complete statements in case of Data Sufficiency, a 

common mistake which many of you commit.  

 Understanding the approach to solve questions will help you in this.  

● Next crucial step to score better in Reasoning section is thorough practice. Many of you question, 

‘How can I score better in Puzzles’ or ‘Verbal reasoning questions take time’.  

Well, you can overcome all this with proper practice.  

● Regular practice will also help you understand alternate and less time taking approaches to solve 

different questions.  

● You can also read important tips and tricks to clear Reasoning Ability section of SBI Clerk 

2018 here! 
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8.  Previous Year’s Analysis  

 The analysis below will help students understand the topics and their weightage, which were asked in 

the prelims exam of SBI Clerk, conducted in 2016. 

 (a) English Language Analysis of SBI Clerk Prelims 2016 

  
 (b) Numerical Ability Analysis of SBI Clerk Prelims 2016 

  
 (c) Reasoning Ability Analysis of SBI Clerk Prelims 2016 

  
 However, keeping in mind the recent trends in banking exams, you cannot rely solely on the above 

mentioned topics. Have a thorough understanding of the various new pattern based questions 

introduced in the last 2 years and practice them well.  

 You can also expect slot-wise variation in the prelims phase of SBI Clerk, and thus, you cannot risk to 

leave out any topic to fate.  
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9.  Complete Study Notes for SBI Clerk 2018 

 The table below consists of the links to the topic-wise study notes of different sections asked in SBI 

Clerk Prelims exam. 

 

Name of the Section Links to Study Notes 

English Language ● Reading Comprehension Notes 

● Cloze Test Notes 

● Spotting Error Notes 

● Sentence Correction Notes 

● Fill in the Blank Notes 

● Parajumbles Notes 

● Sentence Connector Notes 

● Daily Wordlist for Vocabulary 

Numerical Ability ● Number Series Notes 

● Simplification/ Approximation Notes 

● Quadratic Equation Notes 

● Data Interpretation Notes 

(Basics, Pie chart, Bar chart, Tabulation, Missing DI, 

Caselet DI, Line chart, Mixed DI 

● Simple & Compound Interest Notes 

● Mixture & Alligation Notes 

● Partnership Notes 

● Pipes & Cistern Notes 

● Notes of Problem on Ages 

● Profit, Loss & Discount Notes 

● Time & Work Notes 

● Probability Notes 
 

Reasoning Ability ● Inequality Notes 

● Syllogism Notes (New Pattern & Old) 

● Coding-Decoding Notes (New Pattern & Old) 

● Puzzle Notes 

● Seating Arrangement Notes 

● Input-Output Notes 

● Data Sufficiency Notes 

● Verbal Reasoning notes 

● Blood Relation Notes 

● Distance & Direction Notes 

 

 To practice topic-wise questions of different sections, download gradeup app now! 

10. Free Mock Test for SBI Clerk 2018 

 

 

Best wishes for your exam, 
 

Team gradeup! 
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 Direction (1-10): Read the following 

passage carefully and answer the questions 

that follow. Certain words are printed in bold 

to help you locate them while answering some 

of these. 
 

 A fact about America today is that for some 

groups, much more than others, 

upward mobility and the American dream are 

alive and well. It may be a taboo to say it, but 

certain ethnic, religious and national-origin 

groups are doing strikingly better than 

Americans overall. Indian-Americans earn 

almost double the national figure (roughly 

$90,000 per year in median household income 

versus $50,000). Iranian-Lebanese and 

Chinese-Americans are also top-earners. In 

the last 30 years, Mormons have become 

leaders of corporate America, holding top 

positions in many of America’s most 

recognizable companies. These facts don’t 

make some groups “better” than others, and 

material success cannot be equated with a 

well-lived life. But willful blindness to these 

facts is never a good policy.  

Jewish success is the most 

historically fraught and the most broad-

based. Although Jews make up only about 2 

percent of the United States’ adult population, 

they account for a third of the current 

Supreme Court; over two-thirds of Tony 

Award-winning lyricists and composers; and 

about a third of American Nobel laureates. 

The most comforting explanation of these 

facts is that they are mere artifacts of class — 

rich parents passing on advantages to their 

children — or of immigrants arriving in this 

country with high skill and education levels. 

Important as these factors are, they explain 

only a small part of the picture. 

Today’s wealthy Mormon businessmen often 

started from humble origins. Although India 

and China send the most immigrants to the 

United States through employment-based 

channels, almost half of all Indian immigrants 

and over half of Chinese immigrants do not 

enter the country under those criteria. Many 

are poor and poorly educated. Comprehensive 

data published by the Russell Sage 

Foundation in 2013 showed that the children 

of Chinese, Korean and Vietnamese 

immigrants experienced exceptional upward 

mobility regardless of their parents’ 

socioeconomic or educational background.  

Take New York City’s selective public high 

schools like Stuyvesant and Bronx Science, 

which are major Ivy League feeders. For the 

2013 school year, Stuyvesant High School 

offered admission, based solely on a 

standardized entrance exam, to nine black 

students, 24 Hispanics, 177 whites and 620 

Asians. Among the Asians of Chinese origin, 

many are the children of restaurant workers 

and other working-class immigrants.  

1. According to the passage, which of the 

following has been considered a taboo (with 

respect to speech)?  

 A. efficient policy-making abilities  

B. the ability to convert dreams into realities  

C. ethinic, religious and national sentiments  

D. team-leading abilities 

E. None of these 

2. According to the passage, which of the 

following is true? 

 I. Jews are an important segment of the US' 

workforce and population. 

II. Data prove that parents' socioeconomic 

and educational background didn't prove to be 

a hindrance to the growth of the immigrant 

children.  

III. Indian-Americans do not earn well enough 

to compete with the national average. 

 A. Only I B. Only II 

C. Both I and II D. Both II and III  

E. None of these 

3. Despite the fact that India and China send 

most immigrants to the US through an 

employment-based channel, a majority of 

them are unable to fulfill the criteria. Why?  

 A. They are poor and don’t have a good 

education. 

 B. Despite being highly educated, they are 

poor. 

 C. Their parents' socioeconomic and 

educational background eliminates their 

chances of getting in the loop.  

 D. Incompetency in language is a major 

drawback.  

 E. None of these 

4. Which of the following is the MOST SIMILAR in 

meaning to the word printed in bold? 

 Mobility 

 A. constancy  B. fixing  

C. durability  D. motion  

E. endurance  
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5. According to the passage, which of the 

following is true with respect to the Jewish 

growth? 

 A. The scant number of Jews made it 

impossible for the community to make a 

mark.  

 B. Despite being an insignificant number, the 

Jews occupy some major positions in the 

workforce. 

 C. The Jewish success is considered an 

epitome by some of the leading economists.  

 D. Both B and C 

E. None of these 

6. Which of the following is the MOST SIMILAR in 

meaning to the word printed in bold? 

 Blindness 

 A. ignorance B. aspect  

C. erudition   D. vision  

E. cognition  

7. Which of the following is the MOST SIMILAR in 

meaning to the word printed in bold? 

 Fraught 

 A. empty  B. comfortable  

C. charged  D. short  

E. incomplete  

8. 'But willful blindness to these facts is never a 

good policy.'  

 Which of the following best expresses the 

context in which the statement has been used 

in the given passage? 

 A. Jews occupy some major positions in the 

workforce, despite an insignificant number.  

 B. Indian-Americans earn almost double the 

national figure. 

 C. Today’s wealthy Mormon businessmen 

often started from humble origins.  

 D. Most of the immigrants who are sent 

through the employment-based channels are 

not accepted on the grounds of economic and 

educational status. 

 E. All of the above 

9. Which of the following is the MOST OPPOSITE 

in meaning to the word printed in bold? 

 Humble 

 A. unpretentious B. subservient 

C. sheepish  D. discourteous 

E. inventive 

10. Which of the following is the MOST OPPOSITE 

in meaning to the word printed in bold? 

Wealthy 

 A. affluent B. destitute 

C. pecunious D. meek  

E. up-scaled 

 

 Direction (11-15): Rearrange the following 

six sentences (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) and (F) in 

a proper sequence to form a meaningful 

paragraph: then answer the questions that 

follow.  

 A. Then Bankei said to his pupils, “It is my 

duty to teach him. I am going to keep him 

here even if the rest of you leave.”  

 B. During one of these gatherings, a pupil was 

caught stealing.  

 C. Whenever Bankei held his meditation 

classes, pupils from many parts of Japan 

would enroll in them.  

 D. Listening to his master, a stream of tears 

rolled down the face of the brother who had 

stolen. All desire to steal had thereafter 

vanished.  

 E. As soon as Bankei had read the petition he 

called everyone before him. “You are wise 

brothers,” he told them. “You know what is 

right and what is wrong, but this poor brother 

does not."  

 F. This angered the other pupils who drew up 

a petition asking for the dismissal of the thief 

stating that otherwise, they would all leave.  

11. Which of the following will be the second 

sentence after rearrangement? 

 A. B B. C 

C. F D. A 

E. E 

12. Which of the following will be the fourth 

sentence after rearrangement? 

 A. C B. E 

C. F D. B 

E. A 

13. Which of the following will be the third 

sentence after rearrangement? 

 A. D B. C 

C. F D. B 

E. E 

14. Which of the following will be the first 

sentence after rearrangement? 

 A. D B. C 

C. F D. B 

E. E 
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15. Which of the following will be the fifth 

sentence after rearrangement? 

 A. D B. C 

C. B D. A 

E. F 

16. Direction: Read the sentence to find out the 

error in it. The error will be in one part of the 

sentence. The label of that part is the answer. 

Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.  
 

 We have to make sure all our kids are 

equipped for (A)/ the jobs of the future, which 

means (B)/ not just being able to work (C)/ 

with computers but developing the analysis 

(D)/ and coding skills needed to power our 

innovative economy,’ he said. (E) 

 A. A  B. B  

C. C  D. D  

E. E  

17. Direction: Read the sentence to find out the 

error in it. The error will be in one part of the 

sentence. The label of that part is the answer. 

Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.  
 

 The quantum view of reality, we’re often told, 

(A)/ is as a madhouse of particles which 

become (B)/ waves (and vice versa), and that 

speak to one another through (C)/ spooky 

messages that defy (D)/ normal conceptions 

of time and space. (E) 

 A. A  B. B  

C. C  D. D  

E. E  

18. Direction: Read the sentence to find out the 

error in it. The error will be in one part of the 

sentence. The label of that part is the answer. 

Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.  
 

 However, what myself actually did revolved 

around, (A)/ first, being a factory machinist 

tending numerical (B)/ control lathes and, 

then, grunt work in the (C)/ group’s 

wholegrain bakery and, (D)/ finally, writing 

business computer programs. (E) 

 A. A  B. B  

C. C  D. D  

E. E  

19. Direction: Read the sentence to find out the 

error in it. The error will be in one part of the 

sentence. The label of that part is the answer. 

Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.  
 

 This process of stratified was reinforced (A)/ 

by the creation of states, as political power 

(B)/ and military muscle aided the (C)/ 

acquisition and preservation of (D)/ fortune 

and privilege. (E) 

 A. A  B. B  

C. C   D. D  

E. E  

20. Direction: Read the sentence to find out the 

error in it. The error will be in one part of the 

sentence. The label of that part is the answer. 

Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.  
 

 I’ve also conducted research into new (A)/ 

religious movements and their (B)/ is a 

manifest bias on the part of (C)/ older 

religions towards these (D)/ newer forms of 

faith. (E) 

 A. A  B. B  

C. C  D. D  

E. E  

21. Direction: In the given question, some words 

are printed in bold, one of which is wrongly 

spelled. Choose the incorrectly spelled word.  
 

 The din of the day's quarrying was over--the 

blasting and drilling the creaking of the great 

cranes, the shouts of the foremen, the 

backing, and shifting of the flat-

cars halling the heavy blocks of limestone.  

 A. Din  B. Quarrying  

C. Foremen  D. Halling  

E. Blocks  

22. Direction: In the given question, some words 

are printed in bold, one of which is wrongly 

spelled. Choose the incorrectly spelled word.  

 Trembling with outraged dignity and no little 

personal apprehension, Fritz climbed out to 

the road where the band 

had dismounted and were 

singing, caparring, and whooping, thus 

expressing their satisfied delight in the life of 

a jolly outlaw.  

 A. Outraged  B. Apprehension  

C. Dismounted  D. Caparring  

E. Outlaw  

23. Direction: In the given question, some words 

are printed in bold, one of which is wrongly 

spelled. Choose the incorrectly spelled word.  

 Cody had been fumming with terror, 

and excitement until this sack was reached 

and was baffled on seeing his lady stand with 

another associate.  

 A. Fumming  B. Excitement  

C. Sack  D. Baffled  

E. Associate  
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24. Direction: In the given question, some words 

are printed in bold, one of which is wrongly 

spelled. Choose the incorrectly spelled word.  

 Globalization is a complex issue and some 

disadvantages of globalization 

include exploitation of developing countries, 

cultural homogeniousation and adverse eff

ects on local economies and the 

environment.  

 A. Complex  B. Exploitation  

C. Homogeniousation  D. Adverse  

E. Economies  

 

25. Direction: In the given question, some words 

are printed in bold, one of which is wrongly 

spelled. Choose the incorrectly spelled word.  

 The alleged targeting of Prince Alwaleed is 

especially strikking because he is one of the 

most visible Saudi power players not directly 

under Prince Mohammed’s control and he has 

gained further attention in recent years.  

 A. Alleged  B. Targeting  

C. Strikking D. Visible  

E. Attention  

 

 Direction (26-30): In the following passage, 

there are blanks each of which has been 

numbered. These numbers correspond to the 

question numbers; against each question, five 

words have been suggested, one of which fills 

the blanks appropriately.  
 

 Liberalising the right to fly abroad by 

scrapping the five-year domestic flight 

operations requirement doesn’t create real 

room for (###Q1###) for investors. Quick 

offers of international routes may not mean 

much for new airlines; it is not 

financially (###Q2###) to scale up to a 

fleet of 20 aircraft just to get the right to 

deploy the next one on an overseas route. 

Similarly, while an open sky policy with 

SAARC countries is positive, it has a 

misleading ring when applied to countries 

beyond a 5,000-km radius. India already has 

unused flying rights to EU countries and an 

open-sky policy with the U.S. and the U.K. 

The success of the regional connectivity plan 

will hinge on (###Q3###) from States in 

the form of free land, lower utility rates and 

tax cuts on aircraft fuel. The Centre has 

offered to grant special economic zone status 

for any aeronautical manufacturing activity. 

But such sops are not as tempting as they 

used to be. While the policy promises to bring 

down airport user charges and make flying 

cheaper, future tariffs at airports will be 

calculated on a (###Q4###) till basis that 

allows operators to use just 30 percent of 

non-aeronautical revenues to subsidize costs. 

This would not only push up airport costs but 

also run counter to the single till approach 

followed by the independent airport economic 

regulator. The (###Q5###) of the policy 

seems right, but several unseen variables 

remain. These could well throw Indian 

aviation off the flight path that the 

government has sought to determine.  

26. Choose the correct answer from the given 

options to fill the blanks which are numbered. 

 A. accusation B. manoeuvre 

C. idleness D. inutility 

E. inaction  

27. Choose the correct answer from the given 

options to fill the blanks which are numbered. 

 A. amiable B. unnamed 

C. feasible D. inconceivable 

E. unfeasible  

28. Choose the correct answer from the given 

options to fill the blanks which are numbered. 

 A. concessions B. denial 

C. difference D. disputation 

E. disagreement  

29. Choose the correct answer from the given 

options to fill the blanks which are numbered. 

 A. purebred B. pedigreed 

C. hybrid D. turmoil 

E. homogeneous  

30. Choose the correct answer from the given 

options to fill the blanks which are numbered. 

 A. silhouette B. stripe 

C. scratch D. trajectory 

E. grooved 

31. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following number 

series?  

 19, 188, 309, 390, 439, ? 

 A. 492 B. 462 

C. 464 D. 454 

E. 448 
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32. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following number 

series?  

 4, 13, 31, 67, 139, ? 

 A. 217  B. 253  

C. 267  D. 283  

E. 297  

33. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following number 

series?  

 3, 4, 9, 28, 113, ? 

 A. 540 B. 566 

C. 587  D. 592 

E. None of these  

34. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following number 

series?  

 198, 166, ?, 142, 138, 136, 135 

 A. 159 B. 156 

C. 153 D. 150 

E. 148  

35. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following number 

series?  

 3, 11, 32, 73, 141, ?, 386 

 A. 143 B. 243 

C. 150 D. 250 

E. 350 

36. A completes 40% of work in 4 days. A is twice 

efficient than B and B is twice efficient than C. 

Now B and C joined A for completing the rest 

of the work then calculate the number of days 

for which B & C worked with A. 

 A. 34/7 days  B. 23/8 days  

C. 24/7 days   D. 12/5 days  

E. 11/8 days  

37. The ratio of the age of Rahul and his wife is 

12:9. At the time of marriage, this ratio was 

10:6 and after 6 years from present, this ratio 

will become 18:14. How many years ago from 

now, were they married? 

 A. 16  B. 17  

C. 18   D. 19  

E. 22  

38. There are 200 students who appeared in an 

examination of Mathematics, English, and 

Physics. 10% of the students passed in only 

one subject. 20% of the students passed in all 

three subjects. 40% of the students passed in 

English and one more subject. How 

many students passed in mathematics and 

Physics? (Note: All the students who appeared 

in the examination passed in at least one of 

the exams.) 

 A. 72  B. 55  

C. 60  D. 48  

E. None of these  

39. A and B started a business with Rs 600 and 

Rs 400 respectively. After 8 months, B left the 

business and C joined A with some amount of 

money. At the end of the year, B’s profit was 

1200 which is equal to C’s profit. What is the 

total profit (in Rs) at the end of the year? 

 A. 4800  B. 5300  

C. 5100  D. 3400  

E. 6800  

40. If the ratio between the cost price and the 

selling price of an article is 6:5 then calculate 

the marked price of that article if the 

shopkeeper gave 25% discount on 

the marked price of that article and the 

difference between cost price and selling price 

is Rs 150. 

 A. 1100  B. 900  

C. 800  D. 1000  

E. 1300  

41. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following question?  

 1234 + 2345 – 3456 + 4567 = ? 

 A. 4590 B. 4680 

C. 4670 D. 4690 

E. None of these 

42. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following question?  

 115 ÷ 5 + 12 × 6 = ? + 64 ÷ 4 - 35 

 A. 95  B. 136  

C. 102  D. 74  

E. 114  

43. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following question?  

 45% of 400+ √? = 56% of 750 - 40% of 350 

 A. 10000  B. 1000  

C. 10201  D. 9801  

E. 10404  

44. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following question?  

 600 + 300 ÷ 15 = ? × 31 

 A. 18  B. 25  

C. 40  D. 20  

E. 15  
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45. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following question?  

 65% × 700 + √196 – 9 × 3 = ? 

 A. 522 B. 442 

C. 402 D. 362 

E. 592 

46. Marked price of the article A and B is Rs 600 

and Rs 500 respectively. The shopkeeper 

gave discounts of 10% and 20% respectively 

on these two articles. If the cost price of 

article A and B is same and the shopkeeper 

gets total Rs 220 profit then what is the cost 

price (in Rs) of each article? 

 A. 400  B. 420  

C. 360  D. 700  

E. 500  

47. Ram invested some amount in a Scheme. 

Compound Interest on that amount for 2 

years is Rs.756 and S.I. is Rs.720. If the 

same amount is invested in a new scheme in 

such a way that the S.I. is Rs.1296 and the 

number of years is equal to the rate percent 

per annum. Find the rate of interest in the 

new scheme. 

 A. 4%  B. 5%  

C. 6%  D. 8%  

E. 2%  

48. There are two vessels A & B having milk and 

water. The ratio of the quantity in vessel A & 

B is 6:7 and both of them are having equal 

quantity of water. The quantity of pure milk in 

vessel A and B respectively is 40L and 50L. 

Find the ratio of total quantity of milk and 

water in these two vessels? 

 A. 9:4  B. 3:4  

C. 5:6  D. 7:5  

E. 8:11  

49. Length of train A is 100 m more than that of 

train B. Train A cross a 200 m long platform in 

16 seconds and train B cross the same 

platform in 28 seconds. If the speed of train B 

is 25 m/s then calculate the speed of train A. 

 A. 40 m/s  B. 50 m/s  

C. 35 m/s  D. 25 m/s  

E. 45 m/s  

50. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following question?  

 √[82×7×52-175] = ? 

 A. 105  B. 95 

C. 115  D. 125  

E. None of these  

51. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following question?  

 40% of ? × 3 ÷ 10 = 78 

 A. 650 B. 720 

C. 660 D. 620 

E. None of these 

52. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following question?  

  
 A. 36 B. 32 

C. 6 D. 25 

E. 5 

53. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following question?  

 (8 × 3.5) ÷ 7 + (1.25 × 64) ÷ 4 = √? 

 A. 625  B. 676  

C. 484  D. 529  

E. 576  

54. Direction: What should come in place of 

question mark (?) in the following question?  

   

 A.  B.  

C.  D.  

E. None of these  
 

 Direction (55-60): Study the table given 

below and answer the questions that follow.  
 

 The following table shows the number of 

students enrolled in different colleges in 

different years. 
 

 
 

55. If from Kharagpur college in 2014 & 2016, 

80% of the enrolled students, appeared in a 

competitive examination, out of which 75% 

passed then calculate the number of students 

who passed the examination. 

 A. 560  B. 522 

C. 250  D. 224  

E. 314  
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56. In 2015, from all the colleges together an 

overall 66% of the students enrolled for a 

special course then calculate the number of 

students who didn't enroll for this course. 

 A. 1419 B. 2150  

C. 975  D. 1200  

E. 731 

57. What is the average number of students 

enrolled in Hyderabad college for all the 

years? 

 A. 450  B. 550  

C. 527  D. 472  

E. 368  

58. The average number of students enrolled in 

Delhi college for all the years together is 

approximately what percent of the average 

number of students enrolled in Kanpur college 

for all the years together? 

 A. 40%  B. 50%  

C. 70%  D. 80%  

E. 90% 

59. What is the ratio of the number of students 

enrolled in college Hisar in 2014 and 2015 

together to that in college Kharagpur in the 

same years? 

 A. 1:2  B. 2:3  

C. 3:2  D. 4:5  

E. None of the above  

60. What is the total number of students enrolled 

in Kharagpur and Hisar over these years? 

 A. 4500 B. 5500  

C. 4700  D. 5200 

E. 6000 

61. The perimeter of a rectangle is 1.25 times of 

the side of a square having a perimeter of 128 

m. If the breadth of the rectangle is 1/4th of 

the side of the square then find the 85% of 

the length of the rectangle. 

 A. 12 m  B. 8.2 m  

C. 20 m  D. 16 m  

E. 10.2 m  

62. The ratio of the speed of the boat and the 

speed of the river is 2:1. If the time taken in 

105 km distance downstream is 10 hours less 

than the distance traveled upstream then find 

out the speed of the boat. 

 A. 7 km/h  B. 21 km/h  

C. 14 km/h  D. 5 km/h  

E. 8 km/h  

63. A can do 1/4th of a piece of work in 6 days 

and B takes 25% more days to complete the 

same piece of work. If B and C together can 

do the same piece of work in 20 days then in 

how many days, C alone can do the work if C 

works at 50% of his actual efficiency. 

 A. 60 days  B. 40 days  

C. 45 days  D. 120 days  

E. 150 days  

64. Rohit invested some amount in a project. If 

Rs 7200 amounts to Rs 10368 at compound 

interest in a certain time then Rs 7200 

amounts to how much Rs in half of the time? 

 A. Rs 8400  B. Rs 8600  

C. Rs 8500  D. Rs 8640  

E. None of these  

65. A shopkeeper sells two variety of coffee. He 

sells first at a profit of 20% and the second 

one at a loss of 50%, in this case there is 

neither profit nor loss. If he sells first one at a 

loss of 10% and second at a gain of 20% then 

his loss is Rs 2. Find the initial cost price (in 

Rs) of the first variety of coffee. 

 A. 60  B. 100  

C. 80  D. 75  

E. 40  

66. Direction: Study the following information 

carefully and answer which of the following 

conclusions follow. 

 Statement: Z = Y < U ≥ X < G 

Conclusions:  

I. U < G 

II. Z > X 

 A. Only conclusion I is true  

B. Only conclusion II is true  

C. Either conclusion I or II is true  

D. Neither conclusion I or II is true  

E. Both conclusion I and conclusion II are 

true  

67. Direction: Study the following information 

carefully and answer which of the following 

conclusions follow. 

 Statement : E < F ≤ G = H > S  

Conclusions:  

I. G > S  

II. F ≤ H 

 A. Only conclusion I follows  

B. Only conclusion II follows 

C. Either conclusion I or II follows 

D. Neither conclusion I nor II follows 

E. Both conclusions I and II follows 
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68. Direction: Study the following information 

carefully and answer which of the following 

conclusions follow. 

 Statement: F ≥ G = H; G > J ≥ K 

Conclusions:  

I. F K  

II. K < H 

 A. Only conclusion I is true 

B. Only conclusion II is true  

C. Either conclusion I or II is true 

D. Neither conclusion I nor II is true 

E. Both conclusions I and II are true 

69. Direction: Study the following information 

carefully and answer which of the following 

conclusions follow. 

 Statement: P < Q = R ≥ S ≥ T 

Conclusions:  

I. T  Q  

II. R > P 

 A. Only conclusion I is true 

B. Only conclusion II is true  

C. Either conclusion I or II is true 

D. Neither conclusion I nor II is true 

E. Both conclusions I and II are true 

70. Direction: Study the following information 

carefully and answer which of the following 

conclusions follow. 

 Statement: A ≤ B < C; A ≥ D; C ≤ F 

Conclusions:  

I. D < C  

II. F D 

 A. Only conclusion I is true 

B. Only conclusion II is true  

C. Either conclusion I or II is true 

D. Neither conclusion I nor II is true 

E. Both conclusions I and II are true 
 

 Direction (71-75): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it. 
 

 In a meeting of co-founders of a company, 

there are eight persons Sushil, Tarun, Yami, 

Virendra, Upendra, Zoya, Gurmeet and 

Bipasha, sitting in a way such that some of 

them are facing south and remaining are 

facing north. 

 Sushil sits fourth to left of Gurmeet. Gurmeet 

sits at one of the extreme ends of the line. 

Both the immediate neighbours of Sushil face 

north. Tarun sits second to the left of Zoya. 

Zoya is not an immediate neighbor of Sushil. 

Neither Zoya nor Upendra sits at the extreme 

end of the line. Both the immediate 

neighbours of Upendra face north. Bipasha 

sits to the immediate left of Yami. Immediate 

neighbours of Virendra face opposite 

directions (i.e. if one of them faces North and 

the other faces south). Immediate neighbors 

of Tarun face opposite directions (i.e. if one of 

them faces north and the other one faces 

south). Sushil faces south. People sitting at 

the extreme ends face the opposite directions 

(i.e. if one person faces North then the other 

faces south and vice versa). 

71. How many persons sit between Upendra and 

Sushil? 

 A. Four  B. Three  

C. Five  D. Six  

E. None of these  

72. Who sits second to the left of Virendra? 

 A. Zoya  B. Yami  

C. Gurmeet  D. Bipasha  

E. Can’t be determined  

73. How many person/s are sitting between Yami 

and Zoya? 

 A. Five  B. Two  

C. One  D. Either Five or Four 

E. Four  

74. Four of the following five are alike in a certain 

way and hence they form a group. Which one 

of the following does not belong to that 

group? 

 A. Sushil   B. Zoya  

C. Upendra  D. Virendra  

E. Tarun  

75. Who sits to the immediate left of Zoya? 

 A. Sushil  B. Virendra  

C. Gurmeet  D. Upendra  

E. Yami  
 

 Direction (76-81): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it. 
 

 M 5 % P U 2 A $ 4 3 Z E K 1 9 Q R I @ D 7 F 

δ 8 W N 6 # V © J * Y 
 

76. Which of the following is the ninth to the right 

of the seventeenth from the right end in the 

above arrangement? 

 A. N B. $ 

C. 4 D. W 

 E. None of these 
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77. Which of the following is the fourth to the left 

of the sixth to the left of W in the above 

arrangement? 

 A. U B. D 

C. E D. © 

E. None of these 

78. How many such symbols are there in the 

above arrangement each of which is 

immediately preceded by a letter and 

immediately followed by a number? 

 A. None  B. One  

C. Two  D. Three  

E. More than three  

79. How many such consonants are there in the 

above arrangement each of which is 

immediately followed by a symbol but not 

immediately preceded by number? 

 A. None  B. One  

C. Two  D. Three 

E. More than three  

80. Four of the following five are a like in a 

certain way based on their position in the 

above arrangement and so from a group. 

Which is the one that does not belong to that 

group? 

 A. P5A  B. 4AE 

C. Q1@ D. FDW 

E. VN* 

 Direction (81-85): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it. 

 456 897 323 786 255  

81. If we interchange first and second digit then 

what is the difference of second digit of 

second largest number and third digit of 

second lowest number thus formed? 

 A. 0  B. 1  

C. 2  D. 3  

E. None of these  

82. If we subtract 2 in second digit of number and 

arrange in descending order from left to right 

then which of the following digit is second of 

the third lowest number thus formed? 

 A. 0  B. 4  

C. 6  D. 3  

E. None of these  

83. If we interchange first and second digit then 

which of the following is second digit of the 

third lowest number after arranging in 

descending order? 

 A. 4  B. 5  

C. 6  D. 7  

E. None of these  

84. If we add 2 in every third digit of number and 

then interchange first with third digit and 

arrange in ascending order then which of the 

following number is third lowest number? 

 A. 887  B. 854  

C. 752  D. 998  

E. None of these  

85. After arranging in descending order, if we 

divide second digit of third highest number to 

the second digit of second lowest number, 

then what will be the resultant? 

 A. 1.0  B. 1.5  

C. 1.75  D. 2.0  

E. None of these  

 

 Direction (86-90): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it. 
 

 Eight family members M, N, O, P, Q, R, S and 

T are sitting around a circular table and facing 

the centre. They like different colors i.e. 

Black, Silver, White, Brown, Pink, Red, Yellow 

and Blue, not necessarily in the same order. P 

likes Silver and sits 2nd to the left of S. P’s 

daughter is 3rd to the left of P. O is brother of 

P and two persons are sitting between P and 

O. P’s son likes Red and sits opposite to S. P’s 

wife is immediate right of P. Q likes Black and 

sits 2nd to the right of O. Two persons are 

sitting between Q and Q’s daughter. N’s wife 

likes Blue and sits 2nd to the left of N. R likes 

Pink and sits 2nd to the right of Q. R is father 

of S. S is unmarried. T likes Brown. S doesn’t 

like White.  

86. How is O related to N? 

 A. Aunt  B. Father  

C. Uncle  D. Father-in-law  

E. Grandfather  

87. Who among the following likes White? 

 A. O  B. T  

C. M  D. N  

E. S  

88. Who among the following is 2nd to the left of 

N’s wife? 

 A. P’s daughter  B. R’s daughter  

C. Q  D. T  

 E. P’s brother  
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89. Which of the following is TRUE? 

 A. M is neighbor of S  

B. R is 2nd to the right of T  

C. N is 3rd to the right of O  

D. S likes Blue color  

E. M is son-in-law of P  

90. Which of the following doesn’t belong to the 

group? 

 A. T  

B. P  

C. The one who likes White  

D. N  

E. The one who likes Pink  
 

 Direction (91-92): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it. 
 

 Point C is 2m to the east of point B. Point A, 

point B and point E are in a vertical straight 

line. The distance between point E and B is 

same as between point D and C. Point A is 4m 

to the north of point B. Point C is 6m to the 

south of point D. Point E is not south of point 

A. 

91. How far is point D with respect to point E? 

 A. 3m  B. 4m  

C. 2m  D. 6m  

E. 8m  

92. In which of the following directions is point A 

with respect to point C? 

 A. South-east  B. South-west  

C. North-west  D. North-east  

E. South  
 

 Direction (93-95): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it. 
 

 Six persons A, B, C, D, E and F are having 

different heights. A is taller to C but shorter to 

the one whose height is 164cm. D’s height is 

172cm. F is taller to B whose height is 167cm. 

The difference of height between B and F is at 

least 8cm. 

93. If F+E=341cm then what is the height of F? 

 A. 176 cm  B. 177 cm  

C. 178 cm  D. 175 cm  

E. 174 cm  

94. Who among the following is the 2nd tallest? 

 A. B  B. F  

C. D  D. A  

E. C  

95. If C’s height is 160cm, then what can be the 

height of A? 

 A. 165 cm  B. 166 cm  

C. 159 cm  D. 162 cm  

E. 167 cm  

96. In a certain code language, ‘he was not 

absent’ is written as ‘ja si fe ra’, ‘absent case 

was not’ is written as ‘ga fe ja ra’ and ‘no one 

was absent’ is written as ‘da ge ra fe’. What 

does 'si' stand for? 

 A. was  B. not  

C. one  D. he  

E. case  

97. In a certain code, 'FAITH' is coded as 

'HCKVJ' and 'NIGHT' is coded as 'PKIJV. In the 

same code, what will be coded as' 'MTQOR'? 

 A. KRONP B. OVSQT 

C. TQSVO  D. PMORK 

E. KROMP 

98. How many such pairs of letters are there in 

the word TACKLE, each of which has as many 

letters between them in the word (in both 

forward and backward directions) as they 

have between them in the English 

alphabetical series? 

 A. None B. One 

C. Two D. Three 

E. More than three 
 

 Direction (99-100): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it. 
 

 Seven persons A, B, C, D, E, F and G belongs 

to the same family. It is a three-generation 

family and two couples are present in the 

family. C is sister of A. F is brother of G. C is 

mother of F. D is father-in-law of B. E is 

mother of A. A is an unmarried male. B has 

one daughter. 

99. How is D related to A? 

 A. Father  B. Brother  

C. Sister  D. Grandfather  

E. None of these  

100. How is G related to A? 

 A. Nephew  B. Niece  

C. Sister  D. Daughter  

E. Mother   

 

 

***  
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